UVTgv Campus
ROMANIA
The UVTgv University Campus site extends over 142.000 m� and is situated on the North side of
Târgoviște. The city is in the centre of Romania below the Carpathian Mountains at 260 m above
sea level and at a distance of 80 km to Bucharest capital. The UVTgv Campus is the only one in
Romania to be built from scratch in the past 20 years. UVTgv has 7000 students and 400 employees.

THE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS

LOCATION

Târgoviște
Romania

The local electrical energy grid at
the campus site
includes various
Renewable
Energy Resources
(RES) and
storage. Currently
they are covering
the energy need
of the research
institute building.

ENERGY

VISION

In the interest of
technology and
research, UVTgv
has a vision to
increase the
amount of RES
on campus and
maximize
efficiency
towards a
Zero-Energy
Campus.

The pilot will test
the use of
electrical batteries and Thermal
Storage along
with optimization of various
building assets
for increasing
RES penetration
in a multi-vector
approach.

IMPACT

A step closer to
carbon neutral
campus by
enhancing the
Energy Management System and
engaging local/external stakeholders
towards better
understanding
their energy usage
impact over the
climate.

PILOT

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation
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behalf may be held responsible for the use which may be made of the information contained therein.

TIMELINE

Involvement of local
community stakeholders

Validation multiple
use-case scenarios

Energy assets
connection with
E-Land tools

Business development
and exploitation
activities

Replication plan
for other pilots

GOALS & OTHER E-LAND PILOTS
The goal of the European-funded H2020 project E-LAND is to provide a synergistic solution between technological, societal and business challenges that the energy sector faces.
The main concept is the E-LAND toolbox – a modular set of methodologies and ICT tools to optimally
manage Multi-vector LES and isolated communities. The modular toolbox can be customized to meet
local requirements and expandable to incorporate new tools as new challenges arise. These tools will be
tested through three pilots in Europe and simulated on two pilots in India.
Port of Borg
NORWAY

The Industrial Metropolitan
BYPL, INDIA

Situated in an industrial area on a small peninsula in
Norway. The area is home to an assortment of
industry actors including recycling plants, district
heating.

Licensed to supply and distribute electricity in the
north and central Delhi. BYPL serves 1.6 million
customers in the Delhi area with a mix of commercial and residential buildings.

Walqa Technology Park
SPAIN

Energy Community
AUROVILLE, INDIA

The Spanish pilot is located in the north-east of
Spain near the city of Huesca and close to the
French border. The park is the workplace of around
1000 employees.

Situated in the southern part of India, Auroville is a
small township-based community with 3000
residents.
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